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Abstract Composite materials are increasingly used
in the demanding field of aeronautics. To meet this
growing need, the company Coriolis Composites has de-
veloped an Automated Fibre Placement device already
on the market. This process uses an industrial manip-
ulator robot. This fibre placement task requires a com-
pacting strength adapted to the material used. For the
robot, the reference trajectories in position of each tape
are prescribed off-line. However, accuracy problems of
tape placement appear when off-line programmed robot
trajectories. The proposed approach to address the ac-
curacy problem and the manufacturing constraints is an
interactive manufacturing scheme based on exterocep-
tive sensor loops. This paper shows an interactive man-
ufacturing approach based on force servoing to control
the compacting strength and on visual servoing to con-
trol the lateral position of the tape in order to improve
the fibre placement accuracy and then the quality of
manufactured parts.
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1 Introduction
Composite materials have many advantages. Their be-
havior is very beneficial for industry [12,6]. The lifespan
of this kind of materials is enhanced because of the good
resistance to fatigue. They have good mechanical char-
acteristics such as resistance to corrosion and enhance-
ment of resistance to fire. Then, this material is lighter
that classical materials. So, it can reduce the weight of
products and the fuel consumption. It is easy to obtain
complex shapes because of the design flexibility of the
composite. The manufacturing cost is higher than for
traditional materials such as steel, wood and aluminium
but the lifespan is better. Consequently, there is a good
depreciation.
Thus, more and more industries use, or think to use,
this material to manufacture their mechanical struc-
tures in various fields like planes, automotive, marine,
sport and wind energy. This is a new fast growing mar-
ket [37]. In 2012, Europe has consumed most of com-
posites in the following areas: Aerospace and defense
(46 % of 8100 t), Wind Turbines (74 % of 9500 t) and
Automotive (56 % of 2150 t). Asia has consumed most
of composites in sport and leisure (86 % of 7800 t).
There are several methods for manufacturing composite
parts [20]. The hand lay-up is the simplest and oldest
method of the manufacturing process using composite.
The carbon ply is positioned manually in the mould.
Despite the high level of skills of the composite worker,
there is a lack of repeatability on large and complex
structure. On the contrary, the automated tape place-
ment has got a better repeatability. A single and wide
tape is deposited on the mould with the help of a com-
puter numerical control (CNC) machine tool. Thus, the
production efficiency is improved and the cost is re-
duced. Research work has been carried on the auto-
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mated fibre placement process to use manipulator arm
in order to have a better accessibility and a good re-
peatability [22]. Thus, the robot can lay-up on work-
piece with double curvature.
More and more industrial tasks are robotised such as
grinding, deburring or polishing [29,24]. First, the man-
ual task must be analysed before being automatised. A
task is defined in degrees of freedom needed to achieve
it. The compatibility between the robot and the task
must be checked. The number of degrees of freedom
of the tool must be greater or equal to the number of
degrees of freedom of the task. Consequently, research
work should be done in order to improve the new pro-
cess and its accuracy taking into account all the param-
eters of the fibres placement task.
It is possible to equip the system with sensors in order
to add information on the interaction with the envi-
ronment and/or the location in the environment. To do
that, a sensor-based control must be designed. The sen-
sors can be a force sensor [40] or a visual system [10]
according to the process.
The force sensor is generally attached on the wrist of the
robot between the tool and the manipulator arm. The
force feedback is already used and tested in the frame of
surgical applications [39]. In this way, tool-path can be
corrected in accordance with the force measured. This
kind of control is implemented in some applications
such as grinding or deburring [29]. Controlling a robot
in contact has evolved considerably in recent years [36].
It can be designed according to different architectures
[9] that can be classified into two approaches. The first
approach is the command without force setpoint where
the robot is only controlled in position [30,14]. The sec-
ond approach is the command with force setpoint where
the robot is controlled in force or position according to
the direction. It can be an hybrid force-position com-
mand [28] or an external hybrid command [17].
Concerning the visual system, it can be composed of
one or more cameras and it can be fixed [18] or embed-
ded [31] on the manipulator arm according to the point
of view desired. Because we work with carbon fibres
whose the colour is black, it is interesting to use a high
speed camera with a laser [26]. The structured light al-
lows capturing the 3D shape information on the part
by analysing the intersection between the light pattern
and the part [38]. The visual-based command consists
in using visual information from a visual system to con-
trol a robotic system [7,16]. This kind of command al-
lows the trajectory tracking, the seizure or the object
insertion according the application. The positioning er-
rors are offset through the closed control loop on data
extracted from the image. It can be a direct visual ser-
voing or an indirect visual servoing [25].
Finally, force and vision can be combined to have more
informations on the system during the process [15]. Two
impedance control structures based on visual servo con-
trol and on force control are proposed in [5]. The force
control are carried out from the measured physical force
or from a fictitious force obtained through the visual in-
formation. They allows the tasks range of the robot to
be extended to partially structured environments.
In our case, we have to study the task of laying-up and
the process developed by the company Coriolis Com-
posites. It has developed a robot based solution for the
AFP between 1996 and 2001. It markets since 2001.
About twenty machines were sold for aerospace appli-
cations. It has partnered with other companies that
use this new system and universities in order to im-
prove the process within the framework of research and
knowledge transfer programs named IMPALA for Inno-
vation Materials and Process of fibres plAcement with
LAser. However, we have some constraints. The com-
pany used a maximum of already existing components
for the solution. In aeronautics, the number of parts
made of composite is increasing and the accuracy con-
straints are important. For example, it is forbidden to
have recovered fibres, the space between two fibres and
the angular deviation must respect the specifications
defined by the Company Research department. Cur-
rently, it is an off-line programming. So, it is necessary
to return to the programming software to change the
settings such as space between two tapes or an angular
deviation. Because of the settings duration, the tests
are limited. Consequently, if we want to work out an
efficiency production line, we have to avoid to return to
the programming software. This saves a lot of time. To
improve the process, we must find the control strategy
most relevant and adjust the accuracy control of the
laying-up. In fact, the current system shows a lack of
accuracy in some specific cases. The observed results
are different according to the relative position between
the robot and the mould and the direction of the fibre
placement tool (FPT) frame (upwardly, downwardly).
Defects as gap and overlap appear. Moreover, because
we work in industrial context, the position control loop
of the controller is inaccessible for warranty system is-
sues. The control of the robot configuration is seen as
a black box. In consequence, the task of laying-up is
studied in details. It needs an important compacting
strength and a precise fibre location. So, we propose to
put in place a sensor-based control scheme with force
and vision simultaneously. The process developed must
take into account the fact that the internal control loop
of robot cannot be modified in the controller to com-
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ply with industrial warranty. In this way, the degrees of
freedom are controlled in force, vision or position with
an external multi-sensors approach. The fibres place-
ment task is composed of three stages: the approach
without contact, the deposit with contact and the with-
drawal without contact. The distribution of command
(position or/and force or/and vision) is made accord-
ing to the fibre placement stages. The force control law
is already implemented to control the compacting force
Fz and the moment Mx. The preliminary results are
presented in [35]. The visual control law is also imple-
mented separately to control the lateral position and
the preliminary results are presented in [34]. So now,
we make a multi-sensors approach. It consists of three
control loops in parallel with position control loop, force
control loop and visual control loop which accumulate
the previous approaches. We can see a decrease of dis-
turbing forces and a better location of tape placement
along the y-axis.
In this paper, a sensor integration is implemented. The
results show the improvement of accuracy and the de-
velopment and experiments are carried out with an
industrial prototype of fibre placement. The feedback
control has been tested with an experimental test bed.
The geometrical structure is identical to that of the
industrial robot for fibre placement such that its im-
plementation in industrial environment would be quite
easy.
First, the industrial context is explained with the prob-
lem presentation and the robot modelling in Sect. 2.
The current system and the industrial specifications are
detailed to show the observed problem and to find a new
strategy. The kinematic chain and the dynamic model
are described to understand the mechatronic system.
Then, the sensor-based control is presented in our appli-
cation case in Sect. 3. The placement tool is controlled
in position to forward to the fibre a longitudinal path. A
force correction is made along the mould surface normal
axis to ensure to the removal tool a good support on the
application surface. A visual control is made to offset
lateral errors of laying-up in order to avoid the cover-
ing and the empty space with the previous tape. Next,
the simulation results, the test environment and the ex-
perimental results in various configurations are shown
in Sect. 4. Afterwards, the discussion is the result bal-
ance and the differences and similarities are presented
in Sect. 5. Finally, some conclusions and perspectives
are offered in Sect. 6.
Fig. 1 Robotic cell for Automated Fibre Placement
2 Manufacturing industrial context
2.1 Industrial current system
2.1.1 Description
Coriolis Composites made the engineering of the place-
ment tool using most of industrial components such as
a manipulator arm. This new system does not lay-up
tape but several fibres depending on the placement tool
used. The robotic cell is made of a robot manipulator
KUKA KR240 (six joints) with its fibre placement tool
developed, see Fig. 1. The robot can be moved on a 16
meters rail (one axis) to work with large pieces. The
carbon fibre can be lay-up on two types of support: a
vacuum table to lay-up on a fixed horizontal plane and
any mould fixed on a positioning system (one axis) al-
lowing to change its orientation. Thus, maximum eight
axes have to be synchronised. The carbon fibre coils are
located in a creel behind the robot. They are guided to
the placement tool thanks to the umbilical fibres guide
including flexible pipes developed to avoid fibre dam-
ages. The heating system is used to heat the wrapping
area. The heating depends on the material and the nec-
essary heating temperatures. An infra-red lamp is used
with thermo set which requires temperatures around
50 degrees Celsius. A diode laser is used with dry fibre
and thermoplastic. These materials require respectively
temperatures around 150-200 degrees Celsius and 350-
400 degrees Celsius. The carbon fibre width is equal to
6.35 mm. According to the placement tool, it can lay-up
from one to eight or 16 or 32 fibres in the same time.
Consequently, the width tape varies in accordance to
the number of fibres from 6.35 mm to 50.8 mm or 101.6
mm or 203.2 mm. The thickness of one fibre ply varies
between 0.1 mm and 0.3 mm.
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Theoretical tool-path of the placement tool is generated
by software CATFiber and CADFiber with CAD data
of work-piece and carbon plies orientation. First, the
laminate is designed with the number of plies and ori-
entations (Fig. 2-c). Then, plies are created on mould
surface based on CAD data. Thus, tapes are generated
according to the fibre placement tool used (eight or 16
or 32 fibres). Then, movement strategies have to be
chosen: the use of the 16 m rail to work with large
pieces, the modification of positioning system orienta-
tion to improve areas access, the lay-up speed and the
compacting strength. Finally, tool-paths are created in
Kuka Robot Language (KRL). It is a succession of lin-
ear movements or spline based displacement. Moreover,
the tool-path generation is based only on the geometry
of the part, the geometry of the placement tool and the
geometric architecture of the robot.
All the directions are controlled in position and orienta-
tion thanks to the tool-path creation in KRL language
but the following constraints are taken into account by
software. Carbon ply has to be compacted and the com-
pacting strength direction must be normal to the sur-
face (Fig. 2-a). The compacting roller is placed at the
end of the tool allowing the contact with the material
during the lay-up. A pneumatic cylinder is used to man-
age the compacting strength by adjusting or controlling
the pressure inside the cylinder. The tool position along
the x-axis allows to take into account the displacement
speed and the orientation around the x-axis allows to
spread correctly the compacting force. The tool position
along the y-axis allows the tape positioning according
to the ply definition and the orientation around the y-
axis is constrained because the z-axis must be normal
to the mould surface. The tool position along the z-axis
allows putting in place the tool to activate the pneu-
matic cylinder and the orientation around the z-axis is
linked to the tape positioning along the y-axis.
2.1.2 Specifications
To ensure quality of lay-up, the compacting strength is
different according to the material. For dry fibre mate-
rial, the compacting strength is equal to about 5 N. For
thermo plastic material, it is equal to about 200 N and
for thermo set material, it is equal to about 500 N and
it can go up to 1500 N.
According to customer specifications, the laminate can
be different, see Fig. 2-b. It is possible to set the dis-
tance between tapes called tape interval but also the
distance between plies of same orientation called stag-
gering.
Concerning tapes positioning, aeronautical specifications
needs important accuracy. The covering between fibres
called overlap is forbidden. The spacing unplanned be-
tween fibres, called gap, is allowed. For example, with
an average width of 300 mm, the cumulative gap should
be less than 1.5 mm. The angular deviation should be
less than ±1 degree .
2.1.3 Observations
Some inaccurate fibre placements occur, resulting an
inadequate quality of work-piece. In fact, during the
lay-up, different defects appear. First, there may be a
gap or an overlap between two successive fibres being
part of the same tape. Then, there may be a gap or
an overlap between two successive tapes regardless of
the direction. Finally, the angular deviation may be not
fulfilled because the limits are exceeded.
Consequently, we have to identify the source of errors
and understand the mechatronic system. The passing
of fibres in the re-forwarding device are machined at
6.4 mm. So, the specification sent to the suppliers is
that the fibre width must be equal to 6.35 mm. If the fi-
bres width is outside the tolerance, this can bring about
a gap or an overlap between fibres being part of the
same tape. Thus, a wrong calibration of fibres width
leads to defects independently of the robot configura-
tion. Then, a difference between the theoretical fibre
tape placement and the practical fibre tape placement
may be due to a bad position / orientation of the tool.
The robot configuration plays an important role in the
appearing of lay-up defaults. Finally, the compacting
strength is applied without force feedback to know the
real value. As a matter of fact, there is no force sensor
on the system. The compacting strength is created by
controlling the pressure in the pneumatic cylinder. So,
it is based on the relation between the pressure p, the
force F and the surface S such as p = FS . This hypoth-
esis is valid only if the robot is not deformable under
the force (rigid body assumption). It can lead to dis-
turbing forces which generate unwanted displacement
of the tool. This is an important element in the fibre
placement process.
2.2 Robot modeling
2.2.1 Kinematic chain
We firstly remind the required material for Automated
Fibre Placement. It is a six joints manipulator arm
KUKA KR240 with a fibre placement tool. The robot
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Fig. 2 Laying-up process: a) Side view; b) Front view; c) Top view
base moves on linear rail. Joints are taken by the z-
axis. Consequently, rotation is made around z-axis and
translation is made along z-axis. The rotation direction
of each joint is defined according to KUKA specifica-
tions. To use the Modified Denavit-Hartenberg (MDH)
parameters [17], direct frames (x, y, z) are placed re-
specting the following law for the x-axis and z-axis:
xi = zi+1 × zi. The y-axis is deduced.
In our context, the kinematic chain is represented in
configuration where all joint variables are equal to zero
in order to respect the manufacturer choice, see Fig. 3.
The world frame axis Fw is fixed to the ground. The
zw-axis is normal to the ground area and guided up-
wards. The xw-axis and the yw-axis are in the ground
plane. The translation between the frame F1 and the
frame F0 represents the displacement of the robot on
the linear rail. The manipulator arm is represented by
the frame F1 to the frame F7. The frame F8 corresponds
to the force sensor fixed on the wrist of the robot. The
frame F12 represents the tool end i.e. the compacting
roller. Frames are added between F8 and F12 in order
to respect the classic modelling for Modified Denavit-
Hartenberg approach (MDH). Thus, we obtain the ta-
ble of MDH parameters (Tab. 1) where the geometric
parameters (αj , dj , θj , rj) determine the location of
the frame j with respect to its antecedent (j − 1), see
Fig. 4.
2.2.2 Dynamic model
The tool of manipulator arm of fibre placement is in
contact with a stiff surface through the compacting
roller. There is an interaction between the mould and
the robot because of compacting strength. Moreover,
the umbilical fibres guide disturbs the system. Conse-
quently, we have to take into account this interaction
Fig. 4 MDH parameters
Table 1 Modified Denavit-Hartenberg Parameters [17] for
Fiber Placement Robot
j αj dj θj rj
1 0 0 0 q1
2 −pi
2
0 q2 +
pi
2
−r2
3 −pi
2
−d3 q3 0
4 0 −d4 q4 − pi2 0
5 −pi
2
d5 q5 + pi −r5
6 −pi
2
0 q6 + pi 0
7 −pi
2
0 q7 0
8 pi 0 0 r8
9 0 0 pi
2
0
10 α10 0 0 0
11 0 0 −pi
2
0
12 0 0 0 r12
adding external forces on the classical dynamic model
which can be written in the Lagrangian form:
Γ + J>Fext = M(q)q¨ + C (q, q˙) q˙ + G (q) (1)
Γ is the vector of the torques of actuators.
J is the Jacobian matrix of the tool expressed in the
reference frame F0.
Fext represents the external forces applied on the
robot and acts on the tool as J> is the Jacobian in
the frame F0 relative to the tool.
q is the vector of generalized coordinates.
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Fig. 3 Geometric architecture
M(q) is the definite positive inertia matrix.
C(q, q˙) is the matrix of the Coriolis and centrifugal
effects.
G(q) is the vector of the gravity effects.
The dynamic model, as presented in Eq. 1, is not im-
plemented in industrial controller. Thus, external force
can not be controlled.
2.2.3 Balance
To use or change the dynamic model of the system,
we need to have access to the robot controller but in
our industrial application we cannot modify the robot
controller. To take into account the external forces, we
have to implement an external sensor-based control.
2.3 Proposal for enhanced system
According to the observed problems, the system re-
quires at least a dual command with force / moment
and position / orientation. To improve quality of lay-
up, a computer vision based command could be added.
Consequently, this paper presents the process of fibre
placement with position, force and visual command. We
propose to make an interactive manufacturing sensor-
based control in the tool coordinate system to take into
account the compacting strength and the tape position-
ing in the new process definition.
2.3.1 Interactive design
When create a product or a service, the involved team
is firstly making design choices according to technical
aspects, like mechanical properties, manufacturing con-
straints, etc. Secondly, in order to avoid extra costing,
the team is looking for feedback from the end users,
the maintenance users [23], etc. This is possible only if
a draft product is available. To avoid the creation of
this prototype, the designers are looking for interactive
design which can give the feedback using for example
some virtual reality facilities or some design methods
mixing simulation and design phases and tools [33].
In [11], the authors report the application of CAD/CAM
based technologies for the innovative development of
customized surgical devices to assist the mandibular
rehabilitation. Design and manufacturing of such cus-
tomized surgical device are conducted according to the
virtual preoperative planning of the surgeon and with
the aim to transferring this planning into the operating
theater.
In [3], the authors are addressing the machining of a ma-
rine propellers which are complex surfaces. The surfaces
are usually machined with a perfect roughness not to
disturb the theoretical flow (characterized with stream
lines) and this requirement is penalizing from a man-
ufacturing point of view. The interactive approach, in
this study, is to propose a method in which the machin-
ing parameters are linked to functional properties of the
blade in order to cancel the polishing phase. To benefit
from a rotational axis on a five-axis-machine-tool, the
proposed idea is to compose a continuous trajectory,
especially at the leading edge, to mill the surface.
In our approach, a GUI has been developed allowing us
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to run some interactive tuning of the setpoint parame-
ters. But the main idea is the interactive manufactur-
ing scheme which permits to run without testing the
Oﬄine programming robot trajectories from the CAM
software on the workshop facility. The theoretical robot
paths are interactively modified in real time by the ex-
ternal sensor based loop.
2.3.2 Interactive manufacturing setup
The AFP task is six degrees of freedom task, so the dis-
placement on each axis must be defined. The direction
along the x-axis must be controlled in position with
the curvilinear abscissa to manage the speed displace-
ment of the robot and the orientation around the x-axis
must be controlled in moment to distribute the com-
pacting strength correctly. The direction along the y-
axis must be controlled in vision to manage the spacing
with the previous tape and the orientation around the
y-axis must be controlled in position to keep the z-axis
normal to the surface. The direction along the z-axis
must be controlled in force to manage the compacting
strength and the orientation around the z-axis can be
controlled in position to manage the tape orientation.
So, a multi-sensors approach is implemented using a
force sensor to manage the compacting strength along
the z-axis and the moment around the x-axis, and a
visual sensor to manage the tape positioning along the
y-axis. The others directions are controlled in position.
The three commands are active in the same time dur-
ing the lay-up. In the literature, there are two multi-
sensors approaches: fusion and integration, used to in-
crease accuracy because redundant and complementary
information can reduce uncertainties [21]. Sensor inte-
gration refers to the control-level combination of sen-
sor feedback whereas sensor fusion refers to the sensor-
level combination [27]. Sensor fusion allows to give some
informations about one task direction. The Extended
Kalman Filter is used to treat data and estimate the
system state [32,19,13]. On the contrary, with sensor
combination, one sensor gives information on one task
direction. Hybrid controller is implemented through di-
agonal selection matrices which must be orthogonal each
other [27]. This allows to assign Cartesian degrees of
freedom to each sensor.
In our case, we work with sensor integration because
each direction is controlled by only one sensor at the
moment. So, selection matrices are used to choose the
directions controlled in position, in force and in vision
and they must be orthogonal each other i.e. Sp ⊥ Sf ⊥
Sv. The selection matrices are written considering the
Fig. 5 General control scheme
three positions along x-axis, y-axis and z-axis and the
three orientations among x-axis, y-axis and z-axis in
the task frame. As a consequence, we have the follow-
ing selection matrices:
Sp = diag(1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) (2)
Sf = diag(0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0) (3)
Sv = diag(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) (4)
Thanks to the selection matrices, the three commands
can be work in the same time. Figure 5 describes the
general control scheme with PSG for Position Setpoint
Generator, FSG for Force Setpoint Generator and VSG
for Visual Setpoint Generator.
3 Servoing schemes
3.1 Position servoing
Position servoing consist in respecting the position in-
structions created with tool-path generation. Movements
can be joint movement or linear movement according
to the stage in the process and the application. In our
case, we work with an industrial controller KUKA KR
C2. The controller is considered as a black box because
we do not know the exact characteristics (Fig. 6). The
implemented model is not explicit and it exists various
approaches to control the robot [8]. In most industrial
robots, the conventional command is implemented. The
mechanism is considered as a linear system and each
joint is controlled by a PID command. It exists more
advanced methods taking into account the non-linearity
of articulated systems for applications requiring high
dynamic performances. Here, the internal position loop
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Fig. 6 Position servoing scheme
is inaccessible because it is an industrial application.
So, it is not possible to replace the controller for sys-
tem warranty issues. Consequently, the adding sensor
leads the adding of external loop to control the robot.
We have to use an overlay to the position control loop
to take into account the data from sensors.
3.2 Force servoing
In the case of the fibre placement, it is important to con-
trol the compacting strength along the z-axis named
Fz and its distribution corresponding to the moment
around the x-axis named Mx on the material, Fig. 2.
We use an ATI 6 DOF force/moment sensor to make the
measurements. It can measure forces along the x-axis,
y-axis, z-axis and moments around the x-axis, y-axis
and z-axis. So, we can use the measures of the modulus
of Fz and Mx in order to control them and we can ob-
serve the others to verify the influence of the correction
on the system. The force set-point is very important in
this application because it is different according to the
material used.
We propose the use of an external hybrid force-position
control. The force sensor can be integrated on the sys-
tem thanks to the Robot Sensor Interface (RSI) devel-
oped by KUKA and proposed as an optional component
of the KRC2. It is an intermediate system between the
inner position control loop implemented in the indus-
trial controller and the external environment. It is an
open door allowing us to send command to the inner
position control loop. In this way, it is not possible to
send directly a program in Kuka Robotics Language
(KRL) to the controller. The RSI module can work with
various way. It is possible to send it the absolute posi-
tion desired of the tool in the workshop or the desired
joint values. It is also possible to send a tool position
increment and the RSI module adds it on the current
position. In our configuration, we choose to work with
the increment manner of the RSI module because we
work with a relative position in the task frame. The
task frame formalism is used because there is a contact
between tool and work-piece [4]. In this case, each di-
rection of an orthogonal frame related to the tool are
separately specified [1]. The task frame is defined by
the trajectory generation. As a consequence, there is a
constant redefinition between the tool frame and the
task frame.
The dual command position - force can be managed in
the Cartesian space. In this way, the theoretical tool-
path can be followed while applying a controlled com-
pacting strength Fz and a zero moment Mx. The move-
ments are computed in the task frame, see Fig. 7. It is
important to control the moment Mx because there is
a line contact between the compacting roller and the
mould surface. So, a moment can appear around the
x-axis if the orientation is not corrected. This can lead
to a bad distribution of the compacting strength on the
surface. As a consequence, the measured forces and mo-
ments are transformed into the centre of the line contact
to have the real forces and moments using the formula
of moments transport. First, the wrenches at point A
and B are expressed:
τA =
[
FA
MA
]
A
=
[
FA
MA + BA× FA
]
B
(5)
τB =
[
FB
MB
]
B
(6)
If the Fundamental Principle of Static is applied, we
obtain:[
FA
MA + BA× FA
]
B
+
[
FB
MB
]
B
=
[
0
0
]
B
(7)
So, we have the following equalities:
FA + FB = 0
MA + BA× FA + MB = 0
Finally, we obtain the following result:
FB = −FA
MB = −(MA + BA× FA)
Consequently, the wrench can be written:
τB =
[
FB
MB
]
B
= −
[
FA
MA + BA× FA
]
B
(8)
The external loop computes the increment in millime-
tres and degrees that the FPT must reach correspond-
ing to the errors in force and moment computed from
the measurements using (8). In this way, the increment
on the z-direction and the increment around the x-
orientation are computed according to the force and
moment errors thanks to the force control law. The
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Fig. 7 Task frame and transformation of moment
force control law is described in Sec. 3.5. The variables
e(k), e(k − 1) and e(k − 2) represent the errors in new-
ton along the z-axis in the task frame.
During the process, there are different stages. First, the
tool goes down on the mould and a position control is
used because the compacting roller is not in contact
with the laying surface (no force control). Secondly, the
tool goes down in contact with the material, so the
compacting strength and its distribution must be con-
trolled. Then, the tool rolls and applies the fibres on
the mould and the compacting strength must be con-
stant. Finally, the tool goes up and the position control
is sufficient. To choose when and what directions are
controlled in force or position, diagonal selection ma-
trices Sp and Sf are used. If there is no desired force,
the selection matrix Sf does not select the force com-
mand along the z-axis and the system is controlled in
position.
Figure 8, we can see the mechanism of the external
hybrid position-force control. First, the desired wrench
Fdes is compared to the wrench measured Fmeas. The
error in force ∆F must be converted in error of po-
sition ∆XF through the force control law. Simultane-
ously, the position-orientation desired Xdes is compared
to the position-orientation measured X. The error ∆X
is converted in ∆XP through the position control law.
Then, the error of position ∆XFP is composed of direc-
tions controlled in force, and other directions controlled
in position thanks to the selection matrix, and is sent
to the RSI module. This one is added to the current
position and is sent to the inner position control loop.
3.3 Visual servoing
Because the gap must be managed and the overlap must
be avoided, the lateral position of the FPT is important.
The lateral position corresponds to the y-direction and
it is controlled with a visual control scheme. So it is
named Vy. In the industrial system, the position of each
tape is separately defined before the lay-up in off-line
programming. Without correction during the lay-up, a
difference between the theoretical and the real tool-path
can appear. Consequently, this difference can lead to
positioning errors. In this idea, a visual control scheme
is implemented along the y-axis to respect the interval
between two tapes, Fig. 2. The objective is to control
the lay-up of the new tape with respect to the previous
tape edge in order to make on-line correction. To do
this, a high speed camera coupled with a laser projec-
tor is used. The laser line is projected on the surface of
the part and it is perpendicular to the ply in progress.
The edge of the previous tape creates a deformation
of the laser line observed by the camera, Fig. 9. The
thickness variation is detected and its location is mea-
sured in pixel on the image grabbed from the camera
after processing. The desired location of the previous
tape edge (to obtain the desired gap between tapes) is
defined in pixels coordinates in the image frame. To do
so, the active vision system needs to be calibrated. The
row information of the defined target is relevant for the
visual servoing. Then, the location of the previous tape
edge is compared with the target to compute the error
in pixel. The camera is positioned and oriented such as
the line on the image is along the y-axis of the tool,
Fig. 7. In this way, the FPT has to move along the y-
axis in order to correct this error.
To command the displacement of the FPT using the
visual servoing along the y-axis, an external loop is
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Fig. 8 Force Servoing Scheme
Fig. 9 Thickness detection
Fig. 10 Visual servoing scheme
added on the initial system in the same manner as the
force servoing. The RSI module is used as an intermedi-
ary between the vision system and the robot. The dual
command position-vision can be managed in the Carte-
sian space. In this way, the theoretical tool-path can be
followed while a correction is made along the y-axis to
respect the tapes interval.
The external loop computes the displacement in mil-
limetres that the FPT must perform in order to correct
the error measured in pixel on the image grabbed from
the camera. The displacement along the y-direction is
computed following the alignment errors thanks to the
visual control law. A PID controller is implemented
on the visual control law in the same manner as the
force control law. Here, the variables e(k), e(k − 1) and
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e(k − 2) represent the errors in pixel along the y-axis
in the image. This control law is described in Sec. 3.5.
To test the visual servoing, there are different stages.
First stage, the tool goes down at the approach posi-
tion above the mould using the position control law.
So, there is only one selection matrix used, named Sp.
Second stage, the visual control law allows correcting
the location of the FPT along the y-axis using the se-
lection matrix Sv. Then in third stage, the FPT can
make displacement along the x-axis while maintaining
the correct tapes interval thanks to the visual control
law. Here, the displacement is made without contact in
order to not disturb the visual control.
Figure 10, we can see the mechanism of the external
hybrid position-visual control. First, the location de-
sired of the tape edge into the image Vdes is compared
to the location measured into the image Vmeas. The
error in pixel ∆V must be converted in error of posi-
tion ∆XV through the visual control law. Simultane-
ously, the position-orientation desired of the FPT Xdes
is compared to the position-orientation measured X.
The error ∆X is converted in ∆XP through the po-
sition control law. Then, the error of position ∆XV P
is composed of one direction controlled in vision, and
other directions controlled in position thanks to the se-
lection matrix, and is sent to the RSI module. This one
is added to the current position and it is sent to the
inner position control loop.
3.4 Position-Force-Visual servoing
In the sections 3.2 and 3.3, the force servoing and the
visual servoing are separately implemented. Those are
two independent tests. In the first case, we study the
benefits of controlling the compacting strength along
the z-axis and the moment around the x-axis thanks to
a force control scheme. In the second case, we study the
benefits of controlling the lateral position along the y-
axis thanks to a visual control scheme. Here, we put in
parallel the three types of servoing: position, force and
visual using a multi-sensors approach. The objective is
to merge the previous approaches to have a complete
system.
To choose which directions are controlled in position,
force or vision, the selection matrices are modified fol-
lowing the steps of the lay-up, Tab. 2. In the step 1,
the FPT goes down to the approach position and all
the directions are controlled in position. In the step 2,
the FPT location along the y-axis is corrected with re-
spect to the previous tape if it is necessary. Here, the
y-direction is controlled in vision and the other direc-
tions are controlled in position. In the step 3, the FPT
goes down to have the desired compacting strength
and a correct distribution of the force on the surface
while keeping the correct lateral location with respect
to the previous tape. Here, the y-direction is controlled
in vision, the z-direction is controlled in force, the x-
direction is controlled in moment and the other direc-
tions are controlled in position. In the step 4, the FPT
moves along the x-direction to lay-up a tape while ap-
plying the desired compacting force with a distribution
of it and a correct lateral correction. So, the directions
are controlled in the same manner as the step 3. In the
step 5, the FPT goes up to the departure position. All
the directions are controlled in position.
Figure 11, we can see the mechanism of the sensors
integration with three external loops which integrate
the position control loop, the force control loop and
the visual control loop. According to the selection ma-
trices Sp, Sf and Sv, the increment of position ∆XFV P
is computed from the position servoing or/and the force
servoing or/and the visual servoing. This control scheme
is the addition of the force control scheme (Fig. 8) and
the visual control scheme (Fig. 10).
3.5 Setpoint generator
Regulation can be done with a numerical PID because
we work with an external loop and our system is al-
ready controlled in closed loop (industrial controller).
The controller output for a continuous time expression
of a PID controller is written below:
u(t) = Kp
[
e(t) +
1
Ti
∫ t
0
e(τ)dτ + Td
de(t)
dt
]
(9)
The integral term of the equation (9) is approximated
by a finite sum where ∆ is the sampling period:
k∑
i=1
e(i)∆ ; t = k∆ (10)
The first order derivative term of the equation (9) is
approximated by the backward finite difference:
e(k)− e(k − 1)
∆
(11)
Replacing the integral term (10) and the derivative term
(11) in the equation (9), one can obtain:
u(k) = Kp
[
e(k) +
∆
Ti
k∑
i=1
e(i) +
Td
∆
(e(k)− e(k − 1))
]
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Table 2 Selection matrices following the steps of lay-up
Step 1 2 3 4 5
Sp [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] [1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1] [1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1] [1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1] [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]
Sf [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0] [0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Sv [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Fig. 11 Position-force-visual servoing scheme
(12)
The error values at some previous time instants have to
be stored. To have ∆u(k), u(k − 1) is subtracted from
u(k) and one can obtain:
∆u(k) = u(k)− u(k − 1)
∆u(k) = Kp[e(k)− e(k − 1) + ∆
Ti
e(k)
+
Td
∆
(e(k)− 2e(k − 1) + e(k − 2))]
∆u(k) = K0 . e(k) +K1 . e(k − 1) +K2 . e(k − 2)
where :
K0 = Kp
(
1 +
∆
Ti
+
Td
∆
)
K1 = −Kp
(
1 +
2Td
∆
)
K2 = Kp
(
Td
∆
)
At each sample instant, the incremental output of po-
sition ∆u(k) is computed and sent to the RSI module
because we work in relative position in the tool space.
Three previous values are necessary: e(k), e(k − 1) and
e(k − 2) which are the errors at the instants k∆, (k −
1)∆ and (k− 2)∆. The parameters K0, K1 and K2 can
be viewed as tuning parameters. Knowing that Ti =
Kp
Ki
and Td =
Kd
Kp
, the tuning parameters can be set from
Kp, Ki and Kd such as:
K0 = Kp +Ki∆+
Kd
∆
K1 = −Kp − 2Kd
∆
K2 =
Kd
∆
This incremental formulation can only be used to im-
plement only PID controller (no PI or PD controller)
because the original parameters Kp, Ki and Kd take
part into the K0, K1 and K2 parameters.
4 Results
In this part, we firstly present the experimental envi-
ronment, its design and optimization and finally the
experimental result of fibre placement laying-up pro-
cess using our proposed control schemes:
- Position - force servoing,
- Position - visual servoing,
- Position - force - visual servoing.
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Fig. 12 Test environment
4.1 Experimental environment
4.1.1 Hardware devices
For testing, the robotic cell of the research laboratory
is used. It consists of a KUKA KR6 manipulator arm
(Fig. 12). This robot is smaller than the industrial robot
KUKA KR240 used for the Automated Fibre Place-
ment. In fact, dimensional and inertial parameters change
but the robots have the same geometric architecture.
Moreover, both have the same controller KRC2. This
allows to work with the Robot Sensor Interface (RSI)
module which is an intermediary system between the
robot and the sensors. It must receive data in a sam-
pling period of 12 ms, otherwise data is lost and if too
many data are lost then the KRC2 controller takes back
the control of the arm for security purposes.
To simulate the process on our experimental setup, an
effector is made in order to emulate the FPT and fixed
on the manipulator arm (Fig. 12). A compacting roller,
taken from the real industrial machine, is added on the
support. However, there is no fibre in this system to
lay-up. Measurement of forces and moments must be as
close to the compacting roller. Consequently, the force
sensor is attached on the wrist of the robot between
the FPT and the manipulator arm. Then, the laser is
fixed on the effector and it projects a line on the part
surface. The camera is placed on the effector via the
intermediary of a fixing arm allowing the distance and
an orientation between the laser and the camera to be
tuned.
4.1.2 Software application
A client-server type communication is developed be-
tween elements. In this way, the client robot can com-
municate with the client sensors thanks to the appli-
cation server via a TCP/IP communication. The robot
send its current position X to the RSI module. It trans-
mits it to the server and then, it is sent to the client
”sensors”. In the same time, the client sensors receives
data from the force sensor Fmeas and the camera Vmeas.
It computes the correction for the FPT to do in mil-
limetres ∆XFV P and sends it to the application server
which transmits it to the RSI module. The RSI module
adds the correction computed to the current position
and it sends it Xd to the robot.
The sensor client application has been developed us-
ing C sharp programming language, Visual Studio IDE
and emguCV (a C sharp class wrapper for OpenCV
Image processing library). These choices allow us a fast
and powerful software development by using existing
classes for TCP/IP connexion, for the graphical user
interface (GUI) development, chart design for live data
plotting... A GUI snapshot is presented in Fig. 13. It is
composed of seven parts. The area A allows the connec-
tion to the camera. It shows edge detection in pixel and
it allows controlling the y-direction with visual control
law. If the y-direction is controlled with visual servoing,
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Fig. 13 GUI of the application
it cannot be controlled with position or force servoing
because of the selection matrix. The area B allows the
force sensor calibration and doing a bias of data to re-
move the gravity effect. It shows force and torque mea-
surements. It also allows choosing which direction is
force controlled. In accordance with the selection ma-
trix, the direction controlled in force cannot be con-
trolled in position. The area C shows the joint values of
the robot and the Cartesian values of the tool in the ref-
erence frame. It also manages the trajectory generation
by linear movement for RSI module. The area D allows
connecting to the server in order to communicate with
the RSI module. The area E allows recording data in
text file that can be opened in MATLAB R© for analysis
and display. Data is composed of position-orientation
of the tool in reference frame, the wrench measures and
the lateral position in pixel. The area F shows the im-
age processing and analysis and the environment. The
area G shows which direction is controlled in position,
force or vision. The live variables such as desired force,
measured force, robot position and edge detection in
the image could be displayed if needed (not shown in
picture).
4.2 Active vision system
As the thickness of the fibre is really low (0.1 mm to 0.3
mm), the relative positioning of the triplet: laser source,
camera and compacting roller needs to be studied be-
fore the engineering of the experiment setup parts. To
do so, we have setup a 3D simulation environment pro-
grammed under MATLAB to optimize the edge de-
tection. Figure 14 presents a view of our 3D simula-
tor showing the FPT, the laser beam, the intersections
between laser plane and part surface and the camera
frame at several locations.
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Fig. 14 View of the 3D simulator
4.2.1 Camera modeling and calibration
To choose the camera resolution, its position and orien-
tation with respect to compaction roller and laser beam,
we have to model the camera to be able to run a 3D
simulation.
Modeling
We use a classical pinhole camera model [2]. In this
model, a scene view is formed by projecting 3D points
into the image plane using a perspective transforma-
tion.
s
uv
1
 =
fx 0 cx0 fy cy
0 0 1
r11 r12 r13 t1r21 r22 r23 t2
r31 r32 r33 t3


X
Y
Z
1
 (13)
where:
- s is the scaling factor applied to the image
- (X,Y, Z) are the coordinates of a 3D point of the
laser stripe in the world coordinate space
- [R|t] is the matrix of extrinsic parameters
- (u, v) are the coordinates of the projection point in
pixels
- (cx, cy) is a principal point that is usually at the
image centre
- fx, fy are the focal lengths expressed in pixel units
The matrix of intrinsic parameters does not depend on
the scene viewed. So, once estimated, it can be re-used
as long as the focal length is fixed (in case of zoom
lens). The joint rotation-translation matrix [R|t] is used
to describe the camera position and orientation. That
is, [R|t] translates coordinates of a point (X,Y, Z) to
a coordinate system, fixed with respect to the camera.
The transformation above is equivalent to the following
(when z 6= 0 ):
x
y
z
1
 = R

X
Y
Z
1
+ t (14)
x′ =
x
z
y′ =
y
z
u = fx × x′ + cx
v = fy × y′ + cy
Real lenses usually have some distortion, mostly radial
distortion and slight tangential distortion, the above
model can be extended to include distortion modelling.
While the distortion coefficients are the same regardless
of the camera resolutions used, the focal lengths and
image centre should be scaled along with the current
resolution from the calibrated resolution (calibrated at
640× 480 and used at 320× 240).
Calibration
With calibration, we determine the relation between
the camera’s natural units (pixels) and the real world
units (for example millimetres). This is useful when we
want to determine the best location and orientation for
a given size target to observe (fibre thickness in our
case). The unknown parameters are fx, fy and (cx, cy)
and expressed in pixels coordinates. If for both axes
a common focal length is used with a given a aspect
ratio (usually 1), then fy = fx×a and in the upper for-
mula we will have a single focal length f . The process
of determining these two matrices is the calibration.
Calculation of these parameters is done through basic
geometrical equations. The equations used depend on
the chosen calibrating objects. We have chosen to use
the OpenCV image processing library which supports
three types of objects for calibration:
- Classical black-white chessboard
- Symmetrical circle pattern
- Asymmetrical circle pattern.
Basically, we take snapshots of the chosen pattern with
the camera and let OpenCV function find the estimated
parameters. Each found pattern results in a new equa-
tion. To solve the equation, we need at least a prede-
termined number of pattern snapshots to form a well-
posed equation system. In practice, we have a noise
present in our input images, so for good results, we
need at least 10 good snapshots of the input pattern in
different positions [2].
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Fig. 15 Active vision frames description
4.2.2 Joint rotation-translation matrix
The matrix of extrinsic parameters [R|t] translates co-
ordinates of a point (X,Y, Z) in the 3D world coordi-
nate system to the camera coordinate system. In our
case, we have chosen to describe this matrix with a ro-
tation around Y -axis of the FPT to have the camera
axis pointing toward the tool centre point of the FPT
and a distance in polar coordinates [ρ, θ] (see Fig. 15).
The extrinsic matrix is defined as follow:
Mextrinsic =

cos(θ − pi
2
) 0 − sin(θ − pi
2
) ρ cos(θ)
0 1 0 Py
sin(θ − pi
2
) 0 cos(θ − pi
2
) ρ sin(θ)
0 0 0 1

(15)
4.2.3 Extrinsic matrix optimization
According to a given camera (intrinsic parameters), we
optimize the laser edge detection by tuning the [ρ, θ]
parameters, Fig. 16. We also need to take into account
the geometric constraints on the FPT so the camera
location should not interfere with the laying up envi-
ronment and especially the mould surface. The chosen
values for [ρ, θ] are the following:
200 mm < ρ < 280 mm
8◦ < θ < 10◦
Figure 17 shows the experimental setup we are using
for the experiments.
Fig. 17 Camera, laser beam setup on the FPT
4.3 Experimental results
4.3.1 Position - Force servoing
Force servoing
We present here some results of force control among
the z-axis without displacement on the five other direc-
tions. The aim of this experiment is to validate the PID
parameters for the FCL of the hybrid control scheme.
We have run two types of tests:
- step input (0 N to 20 N),
- slope input (10 N to 40 N).
In Fig. 18-a, we can see that the z-displacement starts
when the force step input is activated (at t = 1600 ms).
The first part of this displacement does not make any
changes on the measured force value because the com-
paction roller is not in contact with the mould surface.
Then (at t = 3300 ms), the contact force appears and
the displacement continues to reach the target value of
20 N. A little over shoot of 1.64 N (+8 %) is observed
and then the measured force reached the target value.
We can notice that the final error is very small (less
than ±2 %).
In Fig. 18-b, we present the results for the slope input.
Before the slope, the force is regulated to 10 N which is
the start value of the slope input. The z-displacement
has also slope profile but we can see the non linearity
of the compaction roller stiffness. The system response
can be split in two parts:
- from 2428 ms to 4442 ms,
- from 4442 ms to 31530 ms.
In the first part, we can notice that the following error
(lag) is very small (less than ±5 %) and it takes 2014 ms
to reach the setpoint. In the second part, the average
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Fig. 16 Active vision optimization
Fig. 18 Force servoing (a) with step input (b) with slope input
error is about ±0.13 N and the maximum deviation is
equal to 0.38 N (1.42 %).
The PID parameters (for FSG) have been tuned ex-
perimentally and the system behaviour is good enough
to add laying-up simulation using the position servoing
along the x-axis.
Force servoing with motion
To observe the effect of force servoing on AFP task,
we have setup two test scenarios for each experiment.
We only change the fact that forces/moments are mon-
itored or controlled. We simulate a laying-up process
on a horizontal plate thus the z-coordinate of the FPT
should remain at constant value in the workshop frame.
The motion is only among the x-axis of the FPT frame
and the displacement is 100 mm.
Firstly, the system is controlled in position as the actual
implementation, Fig. 19. When the tool moves along
x-axis, (Fig. 19.a), the tool position along z-axis is al-
most constant (noise from kinematic model computa-
tion) and the compacting strength increases very much
from 20 N to 45 N (Fig. 19.b). In fact, this shows that
the assumptions of the surface being horizontal and flat
are not true or the FPT is not well oriented to have
its z-axis pointing vertically toward the ground. More-
over, one can notice that a force along y-axis appears
with a mean value of 5 N. This force should not appear
if the compaction roller movement was a pure rolling
one. This y-axis force will tend to generate an unwanted
displacement among this axis. The unwanted y-axis dis-
placement is the one which will lead to non respect of
the gap between tapes during the laying-up.
Secondly, the system is controlled with hybrid posi-
tion/force control mode, Fig. 20. Here, the tool posi-
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Fig. 19 Compacting strength with position control during motion
Fig. 20 Compacting strength with force control during motion
tion is corrected along z-axis of the FPT in order to
maintain the compacting strength at the desired value
thanks to the force servoing loop. The measured force
along z-axis is kept around the 20 N target. In fact,
the tool needs to move down around ± 0.25 mm along
z-axis to keep the compacting strength and there are
oscillations around the set-point of 20 N during the
displacement. We can observe that the unwanted force
along y-axis has decreased to 1.8 N (was 5 N without
force control). With the force servoing, we have shown
that the unwanted forces and moments on the position
controlled directions are lower thus the trajectory of the
fibre placement will be less perturbed.
4.3.2 Position - Visual servoing
Firstly, we present the image processing and the visual
servoing control without other control neither in posi-
tion or force. Secondly, we present the results obtained
with the position and visual control.
Edge detection and visual servoing
As the vision system is an eye-in-hand one with an ac-
tive lighting (laser beam), the image processing is a
lot simpler than in a natural environment. Figure 21
shows the laser line projected on the carbon fibre. As
the positioning of the triplet: laser source, camera and
compacting roller is known the image processing can
be done on a sub image and we do not need to run the
processing on all image. In this sub image, the thickness
change of 0.3 mm corresponds to 10 pixels. Thus, the
processing time is kept as short as possible and a high
image frame rate can be achieved. The image process-
ing steps are the following:
- Colour image capture,
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Fig. 21 Typical captured image
- Colour to Gray conversion,
- Binarization,
- Contour finding (Canny Edge filtering),
- Contour analysis (polyline approximation),
- Edge detection (thickness change in laser line).
Typical image processing result is shown in Fig. 22. One
can see the polyline approximation of the contours find
with the Canny Edge detector. The edge detection is
located between the extremum.
We present the result obtained for the robot control
among the y-axis while the other directions are locked.
Thus, the VSG parameters (PID ones) can be tuned.
The test is to set the target to a desired position in the
image and then activate the visual servoing. On Fig. 23,
we can see the target value set at 300 pixels, the edge
detection and the y-axis displacement. The activation
time is 1100 ms. When the visual servoing is activated,
the detected edge converges to the target value (preci-
sion is ± 2 pixels).
The PID parameters (for VSG) have been tuned exper-
imentally and the system behaviour is adequate to add
laying-up simulation using the position servoing along
the x-axis.
Visual servoing with motion
To be able to measure the improvement on tape-to-tape
placement, we have setup two test scenarios for each ex-
periment. We only change the fact that visual data are
monitored or controlled. We simulate a laying-up pro-
cess on a horizontal plate thus the z-coordinate of the
FPT should remain at constant value in the workshop
frame. The motion is only among the x-axis of the FPT
frame and the displacement is 120 mm.
Fig. 22 Image processing results
Fig. 23 Visual servoing step response
During this x-axis displacement, the position in pixel
along y-axis of the detected edge is measured and com-
pared to the position of the target. On Fig. 24, ones can
notice the x-axis displacement (Xtool ) with a starting
time sets at 2500 ms, the edge detection during the
motion (Y measured) and the potential edge target (Y
target). Converting the pixel deviation into millimetres
thanks to the camera calibration results, the tape gap
shift is about 1.5 mm at the end of displacement.
In visual control mode, the lateral position of the com-
paction roller is controlled in closed loop. The robot is
controlled in position following x-axis to make a dis-
placement of 120 millimetres and it is controlled in vi-
sual servoing following y-axis to be aligned on the tape
edge. The Fig. 25 represents the experimental results:
the x-axis displacement (Xtool) with a starting time
sets at 2000 ms, the edge detection (Y measured) dur-
ing the motion and the edge target (Y target). The vi-
sual servoing control scheme results are discussed for
the tape-to-tape laying to demonstrate the improve-
ments. When the system is controlled with hybrid posi-
tion/visual control mode, the tool position is corrected
along y-axis in order to maintain the detected edge on
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the image aligned to the target.
In average, the error mean value is equal to 2 pixels
which represents 0.06 mm. The maximum deviation is
equal to ± 12 pixels or ± 0.36 mm due to the edge
detection. Moreover, we can observe that the displace-
ment along y-axis with the hybrid position/visual con-
trol mode is a mirror of the position measured along
y-axis in pixel on the image with the position control
mode, Fig. 25.
The first results show that if the first tape position is
not corresponding to the theoretical tape position, we
obtain gap or/and overlap between the two tapes. How-
ever, the hybrid position/visual control has a positive
impact on the system to improve its accuracy. In fact,
the two tapes are aligned.
4.3.3 Position - Force - Visual servoing
As the fibre placement task need at the same time
the compacting force, the geometrical trajectory of the
tape within the ply and the inter-band gap control, we
have implemented on our experimental setup the con-
trol scheme proposed in Fig. 11. In this test, the force
servoing along z-axis and the visual servoing along y-
axis are active during the motion of the tool along x-
axis of 120 mm. The system is controlled with hybrid
position / force / visual mode. We simulate a laying-up
process on a horizontal plate beside another tape.
In Fig. 26-a, we can see the force servoing of the com-
pacting strength Fz. The tool position is corrected along
z-axis of the FPT in order to maintain the compacting
strength at the desired value of 10 N. The measured
force along z-axis is kept around the 10 N target. The
maximum deviation is equal to ± 2 N. This value is al-
most constant with regards to the compacting strength
(from 10 N to 40 N). So the error decreases in percent-
age when the compacting strength setpoint increases.
In Fig. 26-b, we can see the visual servoing of the lat-
eral position of the tape. The tool position is corrected
along y-axis of the FPT in order to be aligned on the
previous tape edge. The measured position of the tool
in pixel on the image is kept around the 300 pixels tar-
get. The maximum deviation is equal to ± 0.3 mm.
5 Discussion
We proposed the use of an external hybrid control scheme
and a multi-sensors approach to improve the industrial
process of fibre placement. After a process analysis, the
6 DOF of the task are defined as follow:
- 2 directions in force/moment to apply the compacting
force (defined in task frame),
- 1 direction in vision to control the gap between tapes
(according to the previous tape),
- 3 directions in position/orientation for the tape laying-
up (according to off-line programming).
To be able to run the task on a robot cell, we use two
sensor based controls: generalized force control and vi-
sual servoing control. These control schemes have been
tested separately, then integrated together and the re-
sults presented in the result section.
In the actual industrial system, there is no sensor feed-
back (neither force nor vision). The compacting strength
is not guaranteed so the manufacturing procedure may
not be respected. To avoid delamination between plies,
the industrials tend to use larger values for the pneu-
matic cylinder control (open loop control). Due to in-
teraction stiffness (compaction roller vs mould), a small
difference (less than one millimetre) between the CAD
model used for off-line programming and the real envi-
ronment (despite a calibration), leads to force appear-
ing in position controlled directions. These unwanted
forces create displacements which make impossible a
bidirectional laying-up (time wasting).
Compared to the actual industrial process, the improve-
ments are mainly:
- a regulation of compacting force even if some pertur-
bations occur,
- a better force distribution on the compaction roller,
- a diminution of unwanted external forces at the roller
which reduces the displacement perturbations,
- a regulation of inter-band gap.
The proposed sensor based approach (force - vision)
could make possible the bidirectional laying-up manu-
facturing (which reduces the manufacturing duration).
A weak point of our experimental setup is that the
KUKA KRC2 controller only offers a 12 ms sampling
period so laying-up speed is limited. But more modern
industrial controllers like the KRC4 offer a 4 ms sam-
pling period so the control can run three times faster.
Another point to be improved is the edge detection
to ameliorate the stability of the y-axis localisation of
the previous tape. This could be addressed by a better
suited image processing and also by using a better ac-
tive vision device including a laser projector making a
projected line with a width under the millimetre.
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Fig. 24 Edge monitoring during x-axis motion
Fig. 25 Visual servoing along y-axis during x-axis motion
Fig. 26 Motion along x-axis with (a) force servoing along z-axis and (b) visual servoing along y-axis
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6 Conclusion
In the paper, we have presented a sensor based con-
trol scheme for an industrial process: Automated Fibre
Placement. The industrial application is also giving us
some technical constraints on the implementation. For
example, the original robot controller can not be mod-
ified so some advanced control schemes cannot be used
in our case. The placement fibre task is dual one: force
and position servoing. By adding a force control scheme,
the displacement disturbances are reduced compared to
the standard control. Then, we proposed a visual con-
trol scheme to manage the lateral position of the tape
in order to control the gap. Finally, we have three ex-
ternal control loops for position, force and visual ser-
voing. The force control law and the visual control law
have been tuned separately but an improvement can be
achieved to take into account their interaction (one can
be seen as a perturbation for the other). These extero-
ceptive loops can be seen as an interactive manufactur-
ing scheme which permits to run off-line programming
paths from CAM software.
Our future work will be more focused on transferring
the work presented here to an industrial setup. The
tests have been done on a laboratory robotics cell which
is similar to the industrial one but scaled done in size
and interaction forces. To do the knowledge transfer to
industry, the control scheme need to be ported on the
KR240 industrial robot with a force sensor capable of
measuring the fibre placement compacting force up to
1000 N. It will be important to study how the change
of range of physical parameters can influence the re-
sults of this paper and to see how to modify our control
strategy to keep its efficiency.
The industrial cell is using a high power laser beam to
heat the fibres to get the right sticking property, the
laser light is composed of four length waves. To avoid
perturbations at the camera level, we have planned
to use a monochromatic optical filter, centred on the
projection-laser beam frequency, to block the heating
laser ones.
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